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WORKPACKAGE N. 3

Establishment of scenarios on the basis of mechanical modelling:
application of numerical methods

WP leader: UPC
Participants: POLITO, TUW

Start month: 0
End month: 18

Objectives and input to the workpackage:

The objectives of this workpackage are:
1. To define a three-dimensional numerical model of the sites that includes the main

topographic, geological and geomechanical features.
2. To analyse the mechanical response of the site under several scenarios using

available codes (DRAC, FLAC3D, BEMCOM, MAP3D, BEASY, PFC2D, PFC3D).
3. To provide a methodology to predict mechanical responses and failure of a site,

evaluate its safety for a given failure scenario and provide an assessment of risk
and possible preventive measures.

Input to workpackage:
1. Geodetic surface model, geological structure of the sites, seismic profiles.
2. Mapping of the geological and geomorphologic field structures with respect to

possible partial movements.
3. Measurements and statistical calculation of tectonic elements of the sites.
4. Measurements of mass displacements from monitored sites.

Deliverables:

D6. Numerical model of the sites, including all relevant topographic, geologic and
geomorphologic features.

D7. Report including the results of the finite element analysis performed on all sites,
with prediction of failure, evaluation of safety parameters, and recommendations
for mitigation of failure.

D8. Set of guidelines to follow on a suspected landslide area.

Period covered:

This report covers the first 12 months of the project
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Description of work (introduction)

In order to use numerical techniques to model the landslides, the first step is to generate a
suitable geometrical model of the site, which includes the main topographic features and the
geological structures.  Several numerical techniques can be used to perform the analysis of
the landslides: classical finite element method, boundary element method, particle models,
etc.  In this workpackage, each partner will follow a different approach:

° UPC will develop geometrical models and conduct the analysis using the finite ele-
ment method with the code DRAC developed on site.  UPC will analyse with this
method the following sites: Ceppo Morelli, Sedrun, Oselitzenbach and Encam-
padana.

° POLITO intends to use the Boundary Element Method for the numerical simulations
of rock fall triggering.  The analysis will be performed on Ceppo Morelli, Oselitzen-
bach and Rosone.

° TUW uses the programs of Itasca FLAC3D and PFC2D in order to model the run-out
behaviour.  Their work encompasses WP3 (for the continuum mechanics finite ele-
ment analysis using FLAC3D) and WP4 (for the particle flow simulation using PFC2D)

A total of five test-sites are analysed numerically in WP3:

− Ceppo Morelli: this test site in Italy is studied by two partners (UPC and POLITO) by
2D and 3D models with discontinuities. The UPC simulates the stability of the entire
slope in two dimensions, whereas the POLITO focuses on the lower part (higher risk
due to rock-fall problems) utilising a 3D model.

− Encampadana: this test site in Andorra is studied by the UPC partner. General as-
pects of instabilities at rock slopes are simulated at this test sites utilising 2D models
with and without discontinuities.

− Sedrun: this test site in Switzerland is analysed by the UPC partner. The slope is ap-
proximated by 2D and 3D models with discontinuities.

− Oselitzenbach: this test site in Austria is represented by a continuum model. All of
the three partners involved into the WP3 (UPC, TUW and POLITO) will study numeri-
cally this test site. Each group analyses the stability of the slope by a different pro-
gramme code in order to compare the accuracy of the programmes.

− Rosone: this test site in Italy is studied by the POLITO partner. A two-dimensional
model with discontinuities simulates the stability of this rock slope.

In the following sections a summary of the work carried out by the partners in this workpack-
age is presented.
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UPC contribution

UPC intends to use the Finite Element Method to analyse the sites in this project.  The com-
puter software that will be used is DRAC, a powerful code specifically developed at UPC to
perform finite element analysis of Rock Mechanics engineering problems in two and three
dimensions.  The package includes several types of finite elements in two and three dimen-
sions, joint elements to model rock discontinuities, linear elements to represent rock bolts,
facilities to simulate excavation and construction, a new procedure to introduce an equilib-
rium initial stress state, advanced numerical features for non-linear analysis and a great vari-
ety of constitutive models for the continuum, joint and linear elements.  The same computer
package includes a post-processor specially designed to handle output of the main program
in two and three dimensions, and a parallel code to analyse flow problems.

1.1 Introduction

The computer package DRAC (Prat et al., 1993) is an analysis system based on a finite ele-
ments program designed for the analysis of rock mechanics and other geotechnical problems
including the excavation of underground openings, tunnel construction, etc.  It is a very flexi-
ble package, which can be used with a great number of boundary conditions and different
types of materials.  The program has an open structured architecture, allowing new modules
serving both future engineering needs and new computational techniques.

DRAC can be used to solve two- and three-dimensional problems. The program can perform
linear and non-linear analysis, for which several techniques such as line-search are avail-
able, and finite displacement analysis.  Time-dependent analysis is also possible.  The ele-
ment library has been built having in mind the needs of the problems specific to rock me-
chanics with elements such as rods to model anchorages and, in particular, with the devel-
opment of a zero thickness joint element to model discontinuities.

Besides the finite element program itself, several auxiliary modules complete the package:
these are the pre- and post-processing programs and the libraries (mathematical, finite ele-
ments, material models, solver).  An external module allows the analysis of water floe prob-
lems within the rock mass.  The package includes a post-processing graphics program spe-
cifically designed to handle the output of the finite element program in two and three dimen-
sions, including a module to estimate the safety factor against instabilities due to the pres-
ence of discontinuities in the rock mass.

1.2 Main program overview

DRAC is an advanced computer procedure with several special features, which are either di-
rectly related to the kind of problems for which the program has been designed (e.g. initial
stresses, construction, excavation, etc.) or needed to allow large-scale computations to
simulate real problems (e.g. line-search, restart, etc.).  These most salient features are:

− Initial stress state. – This is one of the critical aspects in the finite element analysis
of geotechnical problems, in particular when dealing with excavation problems.  In the
package DRAC this topic has received a special treatment, with the implementation
of two techniques to introduce the initial stress state: a) computation of the stress
state due to the dead weight; and b) using an estimate for the stress state and pro-
ceed to a first step of computation to assure that the stress state proposed is in equi-
librium.
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− Construction. – To model a construction sequence the program uses the so-called
dense fluid technique in which all new elements are assumed to have almost zero
stiffness during the construction.

− Excavation. – The excavation is simulated by the application to the excavation con-
tour of the nodal forces equivalent to the stresses on the excavated material.  To en-
sure that the simulation is accurate, the storage of the nodal forces is done by ele-
ments instead of globally.

− Iterative procedure. – This is the kernel of the program, since its efficiency depends
directly on the design of this iterative method.  In DRAC the iterative procedure is
based on a Newton-Raphson technique with the possibility to use an average stiff-
ness matrix secant/tangent and to control its update frequency.  To improve the effi-
ciency of the algorithm, several optimisation procedures are available.

− Restart. – Most of the non-linear finite element analysis present convergence prob-
lems that require adjustment of the iterative parameters.  This makes almost impossi-
ble to perform such analysis without a technique (restart) that allows stopping and re-
starting the computations under user control.  The technique used in DRAC is based
in a series of auxiliary files that contain the information needed to restart the analysis.

− Loading system. – For each geometric stage, the loading is defined through a set of
loading systems (or steps) which can be: a) applied loads (point load, distributed
load, gravity); b) imposed displacements; c) time increment (only if the material be-
haviour is time-dependent); and d) thermal loads.

1.3 Fracture mechanics based interface model

The interface model, a key constitutive model for joints, interfaces, and other discontinuities,
is a simple but general model for normal/shear cracking based on fracture mechanics re-
cently developed at UPC (Carol et al., 1997). It is defined in terms of the normal and shear
stresses on an average joint plane, and the corresponding normal and shear relative dis-
placements across the discontinuity. A crack surface in stress space determines crack initia-
tion under pure tension, shear-tension or shear-compression loading. Two independent
fracture energy parameters are introduced: the classic Gf

I, and a second independent Gf
Iia, or

asymptotic mode II fracture energy, under very high shear-compression and no dilatancy.
The model is implemented directly as an elasto-plastic constitutive law for interface elements
that can be used in discrete crack analysis.

1.3.1 Basic model for a single interface

The orientation of a single interface can be characterized uniquely by the unit vector n  nor-
mal to the average interface plane. The main mechanical variables for the crack are the
stresses (tractions) on the crack plane, and the corresponding relative displacements (open-
ing and slip) of the crack faces. Both sets of variables have normal components and tangen-
tial (shear) components. The normal components are vectors Ns  and cr

Nu , with intensities

Nσ  and cr
Nu , and the same direction n , while the tangential components are Ts  and cr

Tu ,

with moduli Tσ  and cr
Tu , and directions σt  and ut , not necessarily coincident, although both

must be orthogonal to n .  Since, for a specific crack, n  is fixed and known, characterization
of the normal components of stress and relative displacements of the crack only requires the
scalar variables Nσ  and cr

Nu . In contrast, characterization of tangential components may re-
quire scalars or vectors depending on the case (2-D or 3-D).

In three dimensions, Cartesian coordinates may be used for all vectors: the unit normal in
( 1, ,3i = K ) satisfying 1i in n =  (summation implied unless otherwise indicated), the normal
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stress and relative displacements 
rN N rnσ σ=  and 

r

cr cr
N N ru u n= , and the shear stresses and

relative displacements r

rT T tσσ σ=  and r

r

ucr cr
T Tu u t= . Note that while in  is fixed (and therefore

the scalars Nσ  and cr
Nu  can be positive or negative depending on tension or compression),

rtσ  and rut  are variable with the current direction of the shear stress and relative slip, and
therefore in 3-D the intensities Tσ  and cr

Tu  have the character of a moduli, essentially posi-

tive in nature, (i.e. 
r rT T Tσ σ σ=  and 

r r

cr cr cr
T T Tu u u= ).

Alternatively, shear stresses and relative slip in 3-D can be expressed with two components
only, in a local orthogonal reference system given by two additional unit vectors l  and m ,
with fixed orientations contained in the tangential plane perpendicular to n . The components
of Ts  in such a reference system are Lσ  and Mσ (similarly cr

Lu  and cr
Mu  for cr

Tu ), and since l
and m  are fixed vectors, scalars Lσ  and Mσ  can be positive or negative. With these defini-
tions one has the additional relations:

,
i

r r

T L i M i N i

L T r M T r

m n

m

σ σ σ σ

σ σ σ σ

= + +

= =

l

l
                                                                                         (1)

as well as analogous relations for relative displacements.

Two dimensions is the simplest case because the tangential unit vectors can be defined as
uσ = =t t t  with a fixed unique orientation perpendicular to n . Consequently, tangential

stresses and relative displacements can be described by single (positive or negative) scalars

Tσ  and cr
Tu .

1.3.2 Cracking surface and evolution

A crack is assumed to start in the plane with normal n  when stresses in the N Tσ σ−  space

for that plane reach certain "cracking surface" ( , ) 0N TF σ σ = . The cracking surface, with a

general shape represented in Figure 1a (tension is positive), has been assumed hyperbolic
with the following expression

[ ] [ ]2 22 tan tanT NF c cσ σ ϕ χ ϕ= − − + −                                                                      (2)

in which tanϕ , c  and χ  are the parameters. From Figure 1a one can distinguish two limit
situations for crack initiation: (a) cracking under pure tension with zero shear stresses (Mode
I), when the surface is reached along the horizontal axis, and (b) cracking under shear and
very high compression, when the surface is reached in its asymptotic region, where the hy-
perbola approaches a Mohr–Coulomb criterion. The latter will be called “asymptotic Mode II”
or Mode IIa cracking.  The hyperbola used provides a smooth transition (mixed-mode crack-
ing) between these two limit states.

As cracking progresses, the stresses decrease and the cracking surface shrinks so that the
current stress point always remains on the surface. The initial configuration of the cracking
surface is represented by the curve labelled “0” in Figure 1d, while its final shape depends on
the specific mode of cracking. Under pure tension (Mode I), the crack usually follows the
weak interfaces between aggregate and hardened cement paste (Figure 1b). The only kine-
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matic condition once the crack is completely formed is that both sides of the crack can sepa-
rate from each other, but considerable roughness can still be present on the crack faces. In
the present model, this state corresponds to another hyperbola passing through the origin
(curve “1” in Figure 1d). In contrast, Mode IIa would occur in the ideal case that shear relative
displacement is applied but no dilatancy is allowed. The only crack path kinematically com-
patible with that state of deformation would be a straight line cutting through aggregates and
paste in the microstructure (Figure 1b), with a corresponding surface defined by a pair of
straight lines representing pure frictional behaviour (curve “2” in Figure 1d).

Figure 1.  Cracking surface and evolution

The evolution of the cracking surface for both modes is considered as a single process, in
which tanϕ  remains constant, and the evolution of c  and χ  is controlled by a single pa-

rameter: the work spent on fracture processes during formation of the crack, crW , which is
defined in the following section. Using an energy-based quantity as the variable that controls
the evolution of the cracking surface (“hardening/softening variable”') has the advantage
(with respect to other strain-based variables more standard in plasticity) of allowing a natural
interpretation of the evolution laws in terms of Fracture Mechanics, and a simpler and more
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effective use of the fracture energies as parameters of the model.  As crW  increases during
the fracture process, c  and χ  are assumed to decrease, from some initial values 0c  and 0χ

(note that 0χ = uniaxial tensile strength), to zero when cr I
fW G=  and cr IIa

fW G=  respectively

(Figure 1c).  Here, I
fG  and IIa

fG  are the fracture energies in Modes I and IIa.  This means

that, independently of the shape of the softening law, it is guaranteed that the tensile strength
of the model χ  will vanish precisely when the energy spent on fracture processes reaches

I
fG , and that the area under the uσ −  curve in pure tension resulting from the calculations

will be exactly equivalent to I
fG .

The variation of c  and χ  is assumed to be linear in terms of the intermediate scaling func-
tion S defined as

( )
1 ( 1)

e
e

α

α

ξ
ξ

ξ

−

−
=

+ −
S                                                                                                

(3)

where cr I
fW Gξ =  and χα α= for parameter χ , and cr IIa

fW Gξ =  and cα α= for parameter
c . This definition provides a family of descending curves for c  and χ  depending on the val-

ues of parameters χα  and cα  (Figure 1c).  Linearly decreasing functions are obtained in the

particular case 0α = , i.e. ( )ξ ξ=S .

1.3.3 Work spent on fracture processes crW .

In the present implementation, the work spent on fracture processes during formation of the
crack, crW , is defined as:

if 0(tension)

tan
1 if 0(compression)

cr cr cr
N N T T N

cr cr N
T T N

T

dW du d

dW d

σ σ

σ ϕ
σ

σ

= + >

 
= − < 

 

s u

s u
                                          

 (4)

Those expressions imply that, in tension, all work dissipated in the crack goes into fracture
processes, while in compression the contribution to crW  comes only from the shear work by
subtracting the basic friction (Willam, 1984; Willam and Sture, 1985).

1.3.4 Dilatancy

Shear tractions generate crack slip and at the same time some induced crack openings or
dilatancy, caused by the saw-teeth effect of the irregularities along the crack plane. The
amount of dilatancy may be defined on the same diagram as the cracking surface, by giving
the direction of the crack inelastic deformations in that space (i.e. the proportion between
normal opening and shear slip of the crack) at each point of the loading surface. The angle of
that direction with the vertical (shear) axis can be considered the current dilatancy angle ex-
hibited by the model (a direction parallel to the vertical axis therefore would indicate no dila-
tancy at all, while a direction parallel to the normal axis indicates only normal opening of the
crack with no shear slip as obtained under pure tension). Following traditional elasto-plastic
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terminology, the direction of the inelastic deformations (“flow rule”) is assumed, at each point,
perpendicular to a “potential surface” Q  = constant, which is defined in this case as shown in
Figure 1a. In tension, the surface coincides with the cracking surface, i.e. the crack strains
follow an associated rule. In compression, the rule is non–associated so that dilatancy di-
minishes with increasing compression, vanishing completely for values higher than dilσ ,
which is an additional parameter of the model. To this end, the horizontal component of the
vector normal to the cracking surface is reduced by the factor dilf , which is defined by a de-
creasing function of the compressive stress also represented in Figure 1a. The equations
defining the derivates of Q  are:

( )2tan tan

2

dil
N

N

T
T

Q
c f

Q

ϕ σ ϕ
σ
∂

= −
∂
∂

=
∂

s
s

                                                                            (5)

Figure 2.  Two-dimensional finite element mesh of the Ceppo Morelli (Italy) landslide site
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1.4 Finite Element Analysis

As stated in the Introduction, UPC will develop geometrical models and conduct the analysis
using the finite element method with the code DRAC developed on site and will analyse with
this method the following sites: Ceppo Morelli (I), Encampadana (AND), Sedrun (CH), and
Oselitzenbach (A).  In the following, a brief outline of the work carried out on mesh genera-
tion for the sites is presented.

1.4.1 Ceppo Morelli (Italy)

A detailed description of the site and the characterisation of the landslide movements, geol-
ogy and topography is presented in Section 1.7 below.  In this section, we present a descrip-
tion on the work carried out towards finite element modelisation of the site by the UPC part-
ner.

The Ceppo Morelli landslide affects a massive gneissic rock mass, which is intersected by
several joint sets. The main discontinuities are the schistosity (SR), which is a highly persis-
tent system with small spacing and an orientation of 225°/35°, and three fracture systems K1
(115°/85°), K2 (70°/85°) and K3 (44°/88°). Field surveys revealed that K2 and K3 are geo-
metrically similar and could belong to the same scattered joint system.

A two dimensional model has been developed crossing the entire slope from north to south
(Figure 2). The topography of the model has been defined by the actual morphology of the
slope utilising a digital elevation model with a cell size of 10 m. Finally, two discontinuity sets
have been incorporated in order to obtain a realistic model. The main schistosity (SR) is in-
troduced by southwards dipping joints with a spacing of 10 m. On the other side, the fracture
systems K2 and K3 are represented by sub-vertical joints and a spacing of 20 m.  These dis-
continuity sets are modelled with zero-thickness interface elements using the previously de-
scribed material models, or other plasticity-based models that might be applicable.

The objectives of the simulations are twofold. Firstly, the general stress field of the slope will
be calculated in order to obtain information on the failure mechanism. The interaction of the
upper part (A) that consists of a rather well structured rock mass and the lower part (E) that
is characterised by a disjointed rock body (see Figure 19) will be an additional aim. Secondly,
the influence of different material properties and mechanical models of the cracks (interfaces
in the discontinuous model) will be analysed.

1.4.2 Encampadana (Andorra)

The Encampadana test site consists of phyllites, dark slates and argillaceous limestone of
Devonian age, and black carbonaceous shale of Silurian age. The slope displays different
orientations of rock joints and foliation due to the instability that was defined as sagging
(Figure 3).

As a preliminary stage in the final FEM discretization and analysis of the Encampadana
slope, a 2D mesh has been generated to assess the method to evaluate the initial in situ
stresses.  The Encampadana slope is located on a river valley that was subjected to glacia-
tion effects plus the subsequent decompression of the valley walls after the ice retreated.  To
simulate the process numerically, a four-stage sequence has been devised that includes the
following stages:

− Construction of the mesh with horizontal surface, with self-weight, to simulate the ini-
tial state of stress before the river valley was formed

− Excavation of the river valley prior to the glacier
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− Excavation/construction of the glacier
− Removal of the ice to regain the current topography

A preliminary mesh without the discontinuities was developed to conduct a crude stress
analysis of the site, as an initial step toward the goal of developing a final 3D mesh and ana-
lysing this and other similar slopes involved in this project.  Figure 4 shows the mesh after
the excavation of the river valley prior to the glacier; Figure 5 depicts the mesh after glacier
build-up; and finally, Figure 6 shows the mesh at the current age, with the valley after glacier
erosion.  Figure 7, Figure 8, Figure 9, and Figure 10 show some results of this preliminary
analysis.

Figure 3.  Topographic–geologic profile illustrating the structure of the Encampadana test site

Figure 4.  Continuous mesh after excavation of the river valley prior to glaciation
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Figure 5.  Continuous mesh after glacier build-up

Figure 6.  Continuous mesh with the valley after glacier erosion
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Figure 7.  Continuous mesh – displacement vectors

Figure 8.  Continuous mesh – 1σ contours
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Figure 9.  Continuous mesh – principal stresses

Figure 10.  Continuous mesh – xyτ contours

In the next step, a two-dimensional model with interface elements has been developed in or-
der to study the effect of joint sets on the stability. Similar to the preliminary analysis de-
scribed above with the continuous mesh, a four-stage sequence was applied (see Figure 11,
Figure 12, and Figure 13) including both river and glacier erosion. The topographic and
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structural conditions were defined as given in Figure 3. Vertical interfaces were incorporated
into the model from the surface down to 300 m.

The main objective of the simulations with the 2D model with interfaces is the study of the
general stress field in order to obtain information on the failure mechanism, the effect of gla-
cier erosion and the influence of different material parameters and mechanical models of the
cracks.

Figure 11.  Mesh with interface elements after excavation of the river valley

Figure 12.  Mesh with interface elements after glacier build-up
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Figure 13.  Mesh with interface elements with the valley after glacier erosion

1.4.3 Sedrun (Switzerland)

The Sedrun test site in Switzerland mostly consists of gneiss. Some variations occur with the
presence of some granitic gneiss or diorite and in the form of mylonites and kakirites. The lo-
cal structural setting includes the following main discontinuity sets: the main schistosity (F0)
characterised by sub-vertical discontinuities and a direction of about N 70º, and two fracture
systems (F1 and F3) consisting of subvertical faults with direction N 120-130º (F1) and 15-
25º (F3).

A two dimensional model is being developed crossing the entire slope from NNW to SSE
subsequent to the topographic and geologic profile shown in Figure x. Two different joint sets
are being incorporated into the model. The fracture systems F1 and F3 are represented by
vertical interfaces in the model and the main schistosity (F0) is characterised by horizontal
cracks. The joint spacing has been determined at 30 m for all sets.

The main objective of the simulations with the 2D model with discontinuities is the study of
the general stress field in order to obtain information on the failure mechanism. Moreover,
the Sedrun test site will be analysed by a 3D model (also with discontinuities). As soon as
the geometrical data for the site will be available, UPC will start the 3D numerical analysis.
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Figure 14.  Topographic – geologic profile used for the 2D model of the Sedrun test site

1.4.4 Oselitzenbach (Austria)

The Oselitzenbach test site mainly consists of two homogeneous regions: the heavily frac-
tured Naßfeld-schists and the Hochwipfel-schists consisting of sandy siltstones. Detailed in-
formation about the site can be found on Section 0 of this report.  Due to the geological con-
ditions of the slope, a continuum model approximates the site. A two-dimensional north to
south profile is defined including the topographic and geologic information provided by a
seismic survey (Figure 32).

The Oselitzenbach test site will be analysed by the three partners (UPC, TUW and POLITO)
utilising all of them the same 3D continuum model. Since there are no main discontinuities in
this site, it was agreed among the partners involved that only a three-dimensional mesh
would be developed, without the help of a two-dimensional preliminary analysis. Work on the
mesh is currently in progress.  The main objective is the comparison of the different com-
puter codes back-analysing the displacements measured during 1991 and 2000. Another aim
is the analysis of different material parameters and their effect on the stability of the slope.
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POLITO contribution

1.5 Introduction

POLITO intends to use the commercial code Map3D to investigate the landslide triggering of
the sites of Ceppo Morelli, Rosone and Oselitzenbach. The formulation of Map3D is based
on the indirect Boundary Element Technique of the Displacement Discontinuity Method.

POLITO started to apply the BEM to the study of the stability of slopes by means of a 2D
methodology developed during the last ten years at the Politecnico di Torino. The choice of
that methodology, implemented in the code BEMCOM, in the framework of the IMIRILAND
project is given by its conceptual background that is similar to the one used for Map3D: a 2D
methodology allowed to evaluate the applicability of the BEM to the study of the stability of
rock slopes overcoming the difficulties due to the use of an unknown code and concentrating
the attention on the peculiar details of the problem. Therefore it follows the description of the
application of the BEMCOM code to the back analysis of the rock fall that took place in
Mattsand (CH) in October 1998.

1.6 Application of DDM: Mattsand

The choice of the site is due to the well-documented geometrical and mechanical characteri-
sation of the detaching niche: all the parameters are available. For the description of the site
and the geometrical model please see the report about POLITO contribution to WP3 during
the first six months.

The rock fall of Mattsand is made of about 300 m3 of gneiss. It has been proposed that the
movement of failure is a toppling of three different blocks (Figure 15).

Figure 15.  The proposed movement of failure.

The following kinematic motion seems to be realistic. Block 1 toppled due to the failure of
contrasting rock of support located in its lower part. No failure of rock bridges is observed
between block 1 and 2: so block 1 is not analysed. Block 2 toppled because of the collapse
of block 1 and a failure of rock bridges is observed. Block 3 toppled because of failure of
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blocks 1 and 2 and another failure of rock bridges is observed. The description of the geo-
metrical and mechanical characterisation of the site, that is useful in performing the numeri-
cal simulations, is available in the previous report: please, refer to it.

All the problems occurred dealing with the numerical code BEMCOM and reported in the
previous relation have been overcome: in particular, the apparent link of the upper left corner
of the falling block with the slope does not occur when using displacement discontinuity ele-
ment to discretize all the body and not only the internal boundary. Moreover, a new routine
allows evaluating the intersection of a propagating tip of a fracture with an external or internal
boundary.

The results of the numerical analyses show that a tensile failure of the rock bridges occurs
due to the toppling of the blocks 2 and 3. The value of toughness KIC for which failure of the
rock bridges occurs is 0,34 MPavm: this value is lower than the minimum one experimentally
obtained. It could be due to the difficulties in estimating the in situ toughness through labo-
ratory tests carried out on small intact specimens. Moreover, the proposed approach simu-
lates well the collapse mechanism of the toppled rock blocks: in Figure 16 and Figure 17 the
distribution of the stresses along the base surface of the block 2 and the deformation of both
the falling rock blocks are shown.

On the basis of the above considerations, it is possible to reproduce the mechanical condi-
tions that gave rise to the rock fall by means of a Displacement Discontinuity Technique.

Figure 16.  Distribution of stresses along the base surface of the detaching niche
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1.7 The site of Ceppo Morelli (Italy)

Starting from the evidences obtained from the in situ inspections performed just after the
flood of October 2000 the landslide of Ceppo Morelli seemed as the falling of an enormous
disjointed single block (Figure 18) of about 6 millions of cubic meters.

The sliding surface of the unstable volume was supposed to be the foliation Sr (230, 60). So
taking it into account as the sliding surface, a 3D visualisation was pointed out by means of a
numerical code made at the Politecnico di Torino and the commercial code AutoCAD. But
the result was a non-sense volume that doesn’t reproduce the expected shape of the unsta-
ble area. Hence, the hypothesis about the sliding plane is wrong.

Figure 17.  Deformation of the falling rock blocks.

New field trips were performed in November and December. Their specific aim was to under-
stand along which surfaces the displacements take place. The following geometrical model
for the site of Ceppo Morelli is obtained on the basis of those in situ inspections performed by
the geologists of the Regione Piemonte and CNR: Dr. Polino, Dr. Piana and Dr. Ramasco fo-
cused their attention on the rock mass just outside the sliding volume. In this way it was pos-
sible to underline discontinuities inside the sliding volume due to the deformation of the rock
body. Moreover they observed that the foliation becomes deeper than the slope in the lower
part of the landslide area.

The unstable zone is subdivided into 2 areas with different structures and displacements
(Figure 19). An open crack subdivides the two areas and is made by the composition of two
systems of discontinuities called K1 (115-135; 80-85) and K2 (70-85; 80-85).

Block 3 Block 2
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Figure 18.  Preliminary hypothesis about the Ceppo Morelli landslide.

Figure 19.  The Ceppo Morelli landslide.
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The upper part can be more subdivided into 4 areas: the top, called A, is made of mobilised
rock blocks but it can be intended as a quite well structured rock mass. In fact it denotes
uniform displacements of about 40 mm all over the body. The areas C and D are just below
A and they are situated in two different grooves so that it is possible to think the different di-
rection displacements of these parts governed only by the gravity. Most of the fallen rock
blocks are from C and D. The area B is between C and D grooves and it denotes a well-
structured body. In this area we have no displacement measurements but the swellings of
rock blocks situated in the lower part of A induce to suppose that displacements of B are
smaller then those of A. The sliding surface for this upper part of the slope is probably the fo-
liation.

The lower part of the unstable zone is called E. The separation between B and E is made by
open discontinuities and the latter presents a clear state of deformation but is still structured.
The displacement measurements performed in this area are completely random as distribu-
tion of values and directions hence it is possible to think to a disjointed rock body. Further-
more, the lower boundary of E is not made by the foliation, which here becomes deeper than
the slope, but by a composition of K1 and K2 that are sub-vertical. Therefore a sliding sur-
face does not exist in a strict sense and area E can be assumed as a deformation band in-
side the rock mass along which displacements take place. The occurred deformations
brought on a system of discontinuities called ft (135, 40). Among the discontinuity sets car-
ried out during the new in situ inspections (Figure 20) the ft system can be usefully combined
with a system called ZT2 (220, 20) giving rise to a stepped sliding surface: taking those sets
into account, in fact, it is possible to obtain a satisfactory geometrical model of the sector E.

Sr

K3

K2

K1

ft

N N

ZT2

Figure 20.  Stereographic projection of the principal joints.
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Figure 21.  The unstable area of the Ceppo Morelli landslide.

On the basis of the above considerations, the area E is probably the key of the landslide of
Ceppo Morelli in the sense that the falling of E could trigger off the whole landslide. There-
fore, reaching an agreement with Regione Piemonte and CNR, it was decided to concentrate
the stability analyses on the area E.

A 3D visualisation of the sector E was pointed out by means of a numerical code made at the
Politecnico di Torino. Considering the points A, B and H on the topography highlighted in
Figure 20.  Stereographic projection of the principal joints.
Figure 21 and the discontinuity systems ft and ZT2 it is possible to reproduce the geometry of
the sector E. Please note that the ft and ZT2 systems give rise to a stepped surface that, with
simplicity, we reproduce with a single plane deriving from the combination of both them. The
direction of that obtained plane is similar to the direction of the falls of rock blocks released
by the slope. The left and right side boundaries of area E in the 3D model are given by the
topography so two planes for point A and B in Figure 20.  Stereographic projection of the princi-
pal joints.
Figure 21 have been considered representing the K2 system (85, 80). The upper boundary is
given by a combination of K1 (130, 80) and K2 sets; with simplicity a single plane (135, 80)
passing by point B is considered. The outcrop of the sliding surface represents the lower
boundary. After several attempts, in order to obtain the simplest geometry-reproducing zone
E as better as possible, it has been placed the sliding plane (150, 30) at point H, located at
the toe of a scarp clearly identifiable on the topography. Please note that point H is located
inside the geometric boundaries pointed out by the geologists after the new inspections. In
figure 8 the 3D representation of the unstable volume of about 1100000 m3 is shown.
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Figure 22.  The unstable volume of the Ceppo Morelli landslide.

Next step was the definition of realistic material properties for the numerical simulations. The
rock mass can be considered as an equivalent continuum made of gneiss, that is the most
frequent in situ material: therefore the Young’s modulus can be approximate to 6000 MPa
and the Poisson’s ratio could be 0,25. To estimate which values can be assumed by the
material parameters on the discontinuities, a 2D analysis by means of the numerical code
BEMCOM has been carried out. The analysis was performed considering a section along the
sliding direction (Figure 23).

The instability of the rock volume has been reached for a cohesion on the sliding surface
equal to zero and a friction angle equal to the inclination of the sliding surface (i.e. 30°). But a
problem, due to the mathematical formulation of the DDM, has been found out performing
the analyses with BEMCOM: numerical errors arise when the angle between two elements
with a common vertex is not right or straight. Therefore, the changes of inclination of the
topographic surface as well as of the sliding plane bring to numerical errors. The only way to
reduce this problem is by using a geometry as simple as possible.

The 3D numerical simulation by means of Map3D is still in a preliminary phase: the topogra-
phy and the discontinuity planes are represented in a Map3D input file and showed in the
screen image of the program (Figure 24). A simple numerical code was realized at the
Politecnico di Torino with the aim to automatically reproduce the topography of the slope for
the Map3D graphical pre-processor. Another simple code was also realized to do the same
for representing the discontinuity planes.
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Figure 23.  The section evaluated to perform the 2D analysis.

Figure 24.  Screen image of Map3D about the topographic surface and the discontinuity planes.
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Figure 25.  Screen image of Map3D about the results of the intersection routine of the code.

At the moment there is a problem about the intersection of the discontinuities with the topog-
raphy and among themselves. The intersection can be performed by means of Map3D but
the code doesn’t erase the part of the planes that remains “outside” the slope and the eras-
ing command becomes unable after the intersection routine. The problem is still open.
POLITO is reaching an agreement with Dr. Wiles, that is the author of Map3D, to evaluate
the simplest way to overcome the problem of the 3D intersection. Dr. Wiles suggested using
the graphic software OpenGL to visualize on the screen the intersection among the different
planes without performing the intersection routine of Map3D. In the picture it is possible to
see the screen image of the code at the end of the intersection routine: the volume we are
going to investigate is highlighted and it is absolutely similar to the one we carried out by
means of AutoCAD.

1.8 The site of Rosone (Italy)

All the geometrical and mechanical data have been collected for the site of Rosone. At the
end of a careful analysis of the data, reaching an agreement with Regione Piemonte, it was
decided to concentrate the stability analyses on the Bertodasco sector (Figure 26) that is
probably the key of the landslide of Rosone.

A 2D analysis, similar to the one performed for the Ceppo Morelli landslide, has been carried
out. The aim is the estimation of realistic values of the material parameters. The sliding sur-
face, useful to carry out the numerical analyses, was evaluated on the basis of the data ob-
tained from the inclinometers and the geophysical tests performed in the area. In Figure 27 a
section along the sliding direction of the unstable volume is represented
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Figure 26.  The Ronchi, Perebella and Bertodasco sectors of the Rosone landslide.

Figure 27.  The section evaluated to perform the 2D analysis.

The instability of the rock volume has been reached for a cohesion equal to zero and the fric-
tion angle equal to the lower inclination of the sliding surface (i.e. 28°).
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1.9 Further developments

Once the difficulties for the evaluation of the 3D intersection will be overcome, the numerical
analyses for the Ceppo Morelli landslide will be carried out by means of the commercial code
Map3D.

Afterwards, the analysis to evaluate the geometry of the Rosone landslide and the
Oselitzenbach one (Austria) will be performed. Starting from the geometrical model, the nu-
merical analyses of the rock fall triggering will be carried out by means of Map3D. In particu-
lar for the Austrian site, with one accord the partners involved in the Work-package 3 have
decided to make use of the sliding surface obtained by the Technische Universität Wien for
the numerical simulations. That surface has been evaluated on the basis of the data about
the in situ displacement measurements by means of the commercial code Flac3D. As soon
as the geometrical and mechanical model for the site of Oselitzenbach will be available,
POLITO will start the 3D numerical analysis.
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TUW contribution

In order to model the run-out behaviour TUW uses the programs of Itasca FLAC3D and
PFC2D.

FLAC is a continuum mechanics finite difference code. TUW has experience in stability
analyses of large landslides by using FLAC3D and focuses their interest in modelling the run
out mechanisms. FLAC will be used to analyse the failure mechanism, distributions of dis-
placements and critical parameters of the slope in 3D. From these results a characteristic
profile is to be deduced which is the basis of the PFC2D calculations.

PFC is also a finite difference code which models an assembly of particles and integrates the
laws of motion of all particles considering the contacts of the particles and the boundary con-
ditions. Thus displacements and rotations of all particles can be observed.

A material model can be introduced into PFC by defining bondages and friction between the
particles. These parameters can be found comparing the FLAC and PFC results. After
breaking of the bondages between the particles of the moving mass the run out is calculated.
Thus a realistic run out can be modelled in order to estimate the risk.

The procedure described above is applied to the landslide Oselitzenbach. Up to now first
FLAC calculations and the PFC model set up were carried out.

1.10 FLAC3D (Itasca©)

FLAC3D (Fast Lagrangian Analysis of Continua in 3 Dimensions) is a powerful three-
dimensional continuum code for modelling soil, rock and structural behaviour, and can be
used interactively or in a batch mode. It is a general analysis and design tool for geotechni-
cal, civil and mining engineers. FLAC3D can be applied to a broad range of problems in engi-
neering studies. The explicit finite difference formulation of the codes makes ideally suited for
modelling geomechanical problems that consist of several stages, such as sequential exca-
vation, backfilling and loading. The formulation can accommodate large displacements and
strains and non-linear material behaviour, even if yield of failure occurs over a large area or if
total collapse occurs. FLAC3D uses a mixed discretization scheme to provide accurate mod-
elling of plastic collapse and flow. Materials are represented by polyhedral elements within a
three-dimensional grid that is adjusted by the user to fit shape of the object to be modelled.
Built-in primitive shapes allow the generation of variety of complex geometries. FLAC3D has a
built-in macro programming language called FISH that allows users to customise their analy-
sis to suit their needs. Constitutive models may be defined using FISH, as can loading pat-
terns, servo-control of test conditions, and grid generation sequences.

1.11 Stability investigation using FLAC3D

Even though we want FLAC to find a static solution to a problem, the dynamic equations of
motion are included in the formulation. One reason for doing this is to ensure that the nu-
merical scheme is stable when the physical system being modelled is unstable. With non-
linear materials, there is always the possibility of physical instability. In real life, some of the
strain energy in the system is converted into kinetic energy, which then radiates away from
the source and dissipates. FLAC models this process directly, because inertial terms are in-
cluded - kinetic energy is generated and dissipated. The disadvantage for including the full
law of motion is that the user must have some physical feel for what is going on; FLAC is not
a black box that will give the solution. The behaviour of the numerical system must be inter-
preted.
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The general calculation sequence embodied in FLAC is illustrated in Figure 28. This proce-
dure first invokes the equations of motion to derive new velocities and displacements from
stresses and forces. Then, strain rates are derived from velocities, and new stresses from
strain rates. One time step is taken for every cycle around the loop. A time step is chosen so
small that information cannot physically pass from one element to another in that interval. All
materials have some maximum speed at which information can propagate. Since one loop of
the cycle occupies one time step, neighbouring elements really cannot affect one another
during the period of calculation. After several cycles of the loop, disturbances can propagate
across several elements, just as they would propagate physically. Several cycles of iteration
are necessary before compatibility and equilibrium are obtained. The calculation is done until
the unbalanced force of the system reaches a certain minimum or if a certain amount of cy-
cles are reached. So the unbalanced force can be used to decide whether a system is in mo-
tion or stable.

Figure 28.  Basic explicit calculation cycle

A further parameter in order to assess the stability of geo-technical structures using FLAC3D,
the velocity can be used. As shown the maximum velocity is an adequate value to assess the
stability of a system. Stability analyses using the shear reduction technique shows that there
is clear distinction if the system is in motion or not (Figure 29).
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Figure 29.  Velocities of stable and unstable system – variation of shear strength parameters (Zettler et
al., 1999)
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1.11.1 FLAC3D Model of the landslide Oselitzenbach

The area of the eastern toe of the Reppwand-slide has been numerically investigated be-
cause the displacements of this area are the largest and are therefore intensively monitored.

Figure 30.  Investigated area of the Reppwand-slide (Weidner, 2000)

The investigated area mainly consists of two homogeneous regions (see Figure 31), the
Naßfeld-schists and the Hochwipfel-schists. The heavily fractured Naßfeld-schists consist of
a melange  of conglomerates, limestones and sandy siltstones. The Hochwipfel-schists con-
sist of sandy siltstones; they have higher strength than the more fractured Naßfeld-schists.

Figure 31.  Digital surface model
(blue: Naßfeld-schists - low strength, green: Hochwipfel-schists - high strength)
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The refraction seismic section through the investigated area (Figure 32) shows a three-layer
structure for the Naßfeld-schists:

1. The lowest layer does not show any displacements at the moment although it is influ-
enced by the Reppwand-slide.

2. The middle layer (15-30m thick) shows small displacements but is not as much frac-
tured as the upper layer.

3. The upper layer (10-15m thick) is heavily fractured and behaves therefore as soil with
low cohesion. This fact is the main reason for sustained displacements.

Figure 32.  Seismic profile of the sagging slope (Weidner, 2000)

Two FLAC-models were investigated:

Model 1:

The blocks of the Naßfeld-schists and of the Hochwipfel-schists are homogeneous. The
mesh of the model (Figure 33) is based on the digital surface model of the BEV (Figure 31).
The grid distance is 25 meters. The model was investigated using the following material
properties:

Naßfeld-schists:

E [GPa] ν ϕ [°] c [kPa]
2,5 0,2 20 14

Hochwipfel-schists:

E [GPa] ν ϕ [°] c [kPa]
9 0,1 40 1e3

Figure 34 shows the distribution of the shear strain rate and the displacement vectors. In
general the displacements decrease continuously with depth resulting from creep (slope
sagging). The distribution of the shear strain rate indicates a zone of maximum shear strain
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rate in a certain depth. Below this zone displacements are zero, above they have a value in-
creasing to the surface. Thus the zone of maximum shear strain rate is the “sliding” zone.

Figure 33.  Homogeneous regions of the FLAC-Model

Figure 34. Shear strain rate and displacement vectors
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Model 2:

Based on the refraction seismic section the area of the Naßfeld-schist was built as a three-
layer model (Figure 35). The upper layer was built with a continuous thickness of 15 m and
the middle layer with a thickness of 30m. The model was investigated using the following
material properties:

 Naßfeld-schists:

E [GPa] ν ϕ [°] c [kPa]
upper layer 2,5 0,2 18 14
middle layer 3,7 0,2 20 20
lowest layer 3,7 0,2 40 20

Hochwipfel-schists:

E [GPa] ν ϕ [°] c [kPa]
9 0,1 40 1e3

In general model 2 gave the same results as model 1 (Figure 36). Figure 37 shows continu-
ously decreasing displacements with depth.

Thus the analyses using FLAC gave an area with continuously decreasing displacements
with depth down to a certain depth (“sliding” zone). The results are in good agreement with
the results of the monitoring program.

Figure 35.  Homogeneous regions of the model
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Figure 36. Shear strain rate and displacement vectors

Figure 37. Contour of displacement magnitude
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1.12 Conclusion & further developments

The work on WP3 is progressing well, with a slight delay in the generation of the finite ele-
ment geometrical model for the sites.  This is the next item to carry out in the immediate
months at UPC, and will involve the generation of the FEM meshes for the sites at Ceppo
Morelli, Sedrun, Oselitzenbach and Encampadana.  Once the meshes are generated, the fi-
nite element analysis will be performed.  Work has already started in these topics at the mo-
ment of writing this report.

Next step of the work for POLITO will be the solution of the problems about the intersection
between different elements. Starting from these considerations it is possible that the choice
of the element types used to describe the slope will be different. Once POLITO team will
solve the problems occurring in 2D conditions, the application of Map3D to the selected sites
in the framework of WP3 will take place.

Work relative to WP3 by TUW has finished with the FLAC3D analysis of the Oselitzenbach
site.  They will now concentrate in the run-out modelling using PFC2D, which pertains to WP4.
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